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2040 ORIGINAL RhB 413

Fig. 1 The Brown Crocodile is the strongest locomotive in the
LGB selection.

The Rhatische Railway (RhB)
The Rhatische Railway which has been completely modernized
during the past few years, is the main rail thorough-fare
GraubUndens. Its 394 kilometer long extensive track lay-out,
is the longest continuous narrow gauge railway in Europe.
It includes the most important valleys, the Engadin and the
landscapes of Oavos, Arosa and the Blindner uplands. The
main axis Chur-Thusis-Albula-Engadin, lead further over the
Bemina_stretch into sunny Italy, from Veltlin to Tirana. The
climax of a trip on the Albula line is the experience of the
many special constructions: over a distance of 12,6 km. the
track overcomes a difference in elevation of 416 meters.
To acheive this, 4 loop tunnels, 4 tunnels, 7 viaducts and
2 galleries were necessary.
The Bernina-Line is the only railway which crosses the Alps.
The pass, which is surrounded by quiet mountain seas, lies
at a height of 2257 m. above sea level. In Tirana the
traveller can catch connections to Sondrio, to Comer sea
an also to Mailand.

L"ge(ld)o Illustrations
Fig. 2' '·Our original locomotive RhB 413 .(macbine view)
"n ·tlJe new turn-lable, Year of manufacture 1977 in the
O·ePot Landquart.
Fig. 3 One of thEl two drivers-cabs.



Technical Data:
Engine Type RhB Ge 6/6 wheels C'C'. The small "Crocodile"
is a heavy universal electric locomotive for goods an passenger
service. The SLM-BBC delivered 15 locomotives 14 of which
are today, still being used in the southeast of Switzerland
on the higher alpine routes.
VElar of manufacture 1921 - 1929 Gauge 1000 mm. Locomotive
weigth 66 tons, 2 motors 1200 H.Power. Single-phase A.C.
16 2/3 Hz. Max. speed 55 km.lh. Overall length 13,3 m.

Original true etectric operation
Locomotives of the RhB and other European Railway Compo
with 2 pantographs, use however only one at any time.
The second remains lowered and is used only in case of
emergency. Fundementally, the rear pantograph, in the direc
lion of travel is used.
RhB-Locomotive Ge 6/6 with rear lighting disc.

Original true for driving after dark, in addition to the 3 head
lights the rear right-hand lantern can be illuminated.
• Locomotive with waggons ~ white
• Locomotive without waggons = red
whereby the train driver normally places a red transparent
disc in front of the lantern, the LGB-enthusiast utilizes the
removable transparent red foil as rear lantern disc.

2040 MODEL

A super model with 2 motors, loose axles with connecting rod
drive through 8 wheels, 2 friction tyres whicg increase the
locomotive power, 11 current collecting points from tracks to the
motor. Gearings enclosed, for open air operation, with first
class track holding in bends, also om the smallest LGB circular
track lay-out.
Scale: Original true 1 :22,5 of the locomotive 414, with all details:
Driving cab doors, which can be opened and closed, are
fitted with retaining springs, sliding windows. Abundant detailed
roof with removable isolators, metal cables, two switchable
working pantographs, for 2 train operation. Large seperately
fitted head-lamps for 3 lamp signalling internal lighting in drivers
cabs which is changed with the direction of travel. Lighting
sockets for train lighting. Metal etched name-plate, extra hand
rails handles and brake-lines, etc.
Overall length 560 mm. Weight ca. 3300 g.
Service
The fulcrum point of the connecting rod on the crank pin,
should be oiled, as in the "Big Brother" originals, from time to
time.
2040/5 two complete motor gearing with wheels.

Express train ot the Rhatischen Railway - Express train
waggon 3063.
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Ingenious LGB-Technics.
with electronic driving and lighting programmes switchable by
means of 2 sliding switches in the No. 1 drivers cab. Operation
is contolled by means of 2 (LED) diodes which indicate the
operating condition and are mounted on ihe rear switch panel:
B - Operating contra' tor overhead tracl,on operat or: Rotate
the transformer control knob clockwise. The indicator lights,
only, when tracks are correctly connected (in direction of travel,
positive left) and when the locomotive is placed, with isolated
wheels, (friction tyres) on the positive rail. The other indicators
show the operating art, either overhead or rail traction.
Switching programme:

• Overhead or track operation (current taken from track only)
for individual two train operation.

• Operating position 0, for overhead or track operation when
the machine is not to be parked "without current".

• Lighting switching for day or night operation.
• Lighting for parked locomotives including drivers cab and

internal lighting.
• Independent continuous locomotive and internal lighting

dWing driving and also when parked.
Fig. 7 Sliding switch in NO.1 drivers cab.
Fig. 8 Operating switch-panel in NO.1 drivers cab with LED
indicator contol and 2 operating art switches.
Zero position in the middle.
Fig. 9 The potential functions are obtained by setting the
switches accordingly.

Transformer - recommended.
The Electric locomotive '2040 is the strongest locomotive in the
LGB programme.
For best results, we recommend the use of the transformer
controller combination 5008/5012.

The single switch positions.
give, depending on their position, a specisl programme:
A. Night operation with lighting.

Track or overhead operation.
B. Parking lighting.

Locomotive without current, parked, lighting through track or
overhead power.
The locomotive headlamps can be switched over, even when
parked.

C. Independent train lighting.
By additionally switching to overhead power, "Driving or
Illuminations" from the overhead power can be selected.

D. Daylight operation, without lighting.
Track or overhead operation.

E. Operating position Null
for motor and lighting.

The locomotive is set for track operation in the factory.


